Three-Dimensional Versus Two-Dimensional Imaging in Adult Versus Pediatric Laparoscopy: A Simulator Box Study.
Three-dimensional (3D) imaging has been shown to enhance depth perception and facilitate operations in training box studies and in adult laparoscopy. However, there are no data on 3D vision in small working spaces, which are common pediatric surgery. Therefore, this study examined the impact of monoscopic versus stereoscopic visualization in large versus small working spaces in individuals with varying surgical expertise. Twenty-four individuals with varying surgical expertise (experts, surgical residents, and surgical novices) were involved in the study. Participants were asked to perform four tasks in large (24- × 30- × 50-cm) and small (9- × 11- × 18-cm) training boxes, using two-dimensional and 3D imaging. Sixteen standardized procedures were performed by each participant. Primary outcome measure was performance time. Secondary outcome parameters included the number of errors and subjective depth perception. Surgical novices showed a shorter performance time and lesser total number of errors in large and small training boxes using 3D imaging. Residents achieved a significantly shorter performance time in the large and lesser number of errors in the small box. With 3D vision experts performed laparoscopic suturing in the small box and target touching in both boxes significantly faster. The overall performance time and total number of errors of experts were not different in the two boxes. Subjective depth perception with 3D vision in the small box in all groups and in the small box in surgical novices was significantly better. We identified several advantages of 3D vision in individuals with varying surgical expertise. However, the benefits were rather experienced by surgical novices and residents than by experts. Differences in performance time and number of errors were similar in the large and small simulator boxes.